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Thornton Community Center 
2211 Eppinger Blvd Thornton, Colorado 80229 
 
Executive Summary 
The purpose of the evaluation is to determine if the existing facility can accommodate existing programs 
as well as new programs to meet the current needs of the community.  
 
The existing facility was built in 1974. The building has seen changes and renovations over the years. 
The interior finishes are dated and worn. The existing mechanical systems struggle to keep up with 
heating and cooling demands. The lighting in the facility does not meet current energy codes. The exterior 
walls and roof are not insulated, and the exterior glazing is single pane, which additionally taxes the 
existing mechanical systems. There are accessibility and code issues within the facility that need to be 
upgraded.  
 
The Thornton Community Center is an older facility that serves a diverse population in the community. 
Visits and usage of the facility have decreased. The building has a lot of potential. 
 
The building is structurally sound and with upgrades and modifications it can further meet the 
programmatic needs for the City of Thornton. The goal of this evaluation is to understand the existing 
space, re-organize the interior spaces to create better adjacencies and relationships between areas and 
to the outdoor park that surrounds the building. The current layout shows that there is a lot of unused and 
wasted space. By implementing modifications to the interior and exterior, the overall function can be 
greatly improved. A jewel of an entry, better site lines from the front desk within the building and stronger 
programmatic adjacencies.  
 
One critical issue is the water migration at the west gymnasium wall. This has been an ongoing issue 
that has not been resolved through various methods of waterproofing and flashing installations. Re-
grading of the site to improve drainage and get the soil away from the gym wall, installing a perimeter 
drain and reinforcing the exterior gym wall is recommended. 
 
Another big architectural move is expanding the gymnasium. By providing a larger gymnasium, more 
programs can be included. The space will allow for an elevated track, indoor soccer, and the addition of 
a badminton court. Adding large windows on the north-west creates a stronger visual connection to the 
park and lets natural light in. 
 
The existing entrance to the building should be upgraded. The entrance doors are not easily seen as 
they are in shadow because of the timber overhang. By pulling the vestibule outside of the building and 
making it a feature, the entry is strong, and the experience is enhanced. 
 
Smaller changes throughout the center will allow for additional revenue streams. Two party rooms / flex 
space, a large classroom that can be divided into two classrooms and an overall better functioning staff 
area. 
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Building History and Project Goals 
The Community Center was built in 1974. It is a brick building with low sloped roofs and is approximately 
30,000 square feet in total. It is situated in a park with a playground, ball fields and a skate park. The 
building included a library when it first opened. Over time the library was moved to a new location and 
the space is used for new activities. The building is set on the site so that it is entered at the same level 
as the parking lot at the main entrance and the staff entrance is accessed by going down a set of stairs 
from the parking lot. The front entry of the building is covered by a long portico and the front doors are 
not immediately visible.  

 
The building currently houses a variety of programs and activities to serve and support the community. 
Current programs include a free youth and teen meal program, a teen center for 5th-12th grade students, 
a preschool, a summer camp program, dance programs and senior programs. The large open spaces 
within the community center can be rented out and used for events, parties, and church services. Offices, 
staff support areas and storage are located behind the check in desk. The stairs to the upper level are in 
this area as well. 
 
The existing building does not meet current energy codes. The exterior walls and the roof are not 
insulated, and the existing exterior glazing is single pane. The existing mechanical systems struggle to 
keep up with the heating and cooling demands of the building.  
 
The programming should determine what new programs would better serve the facility, and how to 
capture more usable square footage. One of the goals is to update the building to meet current building 
codes, energy codes, and ADA guidelines as well as updating finishes and furnishings throughout the 
space to make the facility welcoming and inviting to the community it supports. 

 

 
Building Exterior Overview 
The exterior of the building is brick that is in good shape, except for the west wall of the gymnasium which 
will be addressed later in this report. The roofs are low sloped with asphalt shingles, oversized gutters, 
and downspouts all around that drain to concrete pads in the turf around the building. The low slope and 
low eaves allow easy access from the ground which has led to vandalism, graffiti, and the occasional 
occupant at the mechanical roof enclosure. The building has ‘wings’ that stretch out from the central 
spine. The roof structure of the portico is grand, but the entrance is small. There is a high roof over the 
center of the building and a second story space with clerestory windows all around to bring natural light 
into the interior spaces. 
 
The building is part of a larger park area that has exciting amenities that are accessed by some of the 
programs within the facility. There are connections between the building and the park that could be 
enhanced to create a stronger connection between the two.  
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             Front Portico – Entrance                  Northeast Side of Building          East – Low Roof Overhang 

 
 

           
                    Roof Drainage                    Gymnasium – North             Views to the skate park and pond 
                          

 
ADA and Code Issues 
This is an older facility, and it does not meet current codes and lacks the required ADA access that a 
newer facility would. The city is currently following the 2018 IBC and ADA Standards. There are 
accessibility issues that need to be addressed. There is not an elevator in this facility. This limits access 
to all three levels from within the building. The basement and upper level can only be accessed by stairs. 
The existing stairs do not have hand and guardrails that meet the current codes. 

 

           
               Stairs to Upper Level              Stairs to Basement          Handrails at Stairs 

 
 

 
Another ADA deficiency throughout the building is the door hardware. The ADA guidelines state 
“Operable parts shall be operable with one hand and shall not require tight grasping, pinching, or twisting of 

the wrist.” There are round doorknobs at various locations throughout the space (see photos below) 
instead of lever sets. The restrooms have old push / pull handles. There are at least two exit doors that 
have old push bar exit devices instead of new panic hardware. The door hardware needs be replaced 
throughout to meet ADA guidelines. A hardware upgrade would allow for a consistent keyway throughout 
the facility and card readers for secure areas instead of keys. 
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The public restrooms and the locker rooms have been upgraded, but they do not meet current ADA 
guidelines. On the main level by the entrance both the men’s and women’s restrooms have one 
accessible stall each. The access to the sink allows for a forward approach but does not fully meet current 
ADA guidelines as the accessible area in front of the sink is too deep. The only turn around space in the 
main floor restrooms are within in the stall. 
 
The restroom that is connected to the preschool has a toilet and sink installed at a height intended for 
children. The door to the restroom is a doorknob and not a lever handle. The restroom does not meet the 
current ADA guidelines, for example it does not have the required turning radius, clearances, and any 
grab bars. 
 
The basement locker / changing rooms do not meet accessibility requirements. There is no ADA access 
to the basement. If there were access the locker rooms themselves do not meet current ADA guidelines. 
There is not an accessible toilet stall. There is a large toilet stall, but it does not meet ADA guidelines.  
 
The showers are not accessible because there is a step-up curb at the floor from the locker area to the 
showers. The current configuration of the showers is what is referred to as ‘gang style’. This type of 
shower, a pole with multiple showerheads on it, no longer meets code. Showers are required to be 
individual stalls and the water being used at a shower cannot travel into the area where another person 
is showering and sloped so that water will not drain to another shower.  
 
The locker / changing area does not have a designated accessible locker or the required floor area and 
turn around radius for access to the area. These are required by code. There is one family changing room 
on this level. It does not have any plumbing fixtures within it and does not meet ADA accessibility 
requirements. 
 

                
                Main Level RR                   Locker Room Toilets      Locker to Shower Area           Preschool Toilet Room 
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Interior Overview 
The interior overview states current conditions and observations noted at multiple site visits of the 
Community Center.  
 
 
Basement Level 
There are three main activity spaces in the basement. The gymnasium, the weight and fitness room and 
a dance studio. The remaining spaces are two locker rooms, a family changing room and the mechanical 
and electrical room. 
 
The gymnasium is partially underground on the east and west side of the building. There have been 
continual water and moisture migration issues along this wall. Regularly, the interior paint of this wall of 
the gymnasium is scraped off and removed to allow the wall to ‘dry out’ and then repainted. The exterior 
side of this wall has had flashing and waterproofing applied below grade to stop the moisture from coming 
through. None of these remediations have resolved the moisture migration at this wall. There is continued 
damage and mushroom growth at that location. There is efflorescence on the exterior of this wall and the 
ground at grade stays wet. This is an indication that there is continual moisture at this location. The 
repairs for this wall will need to be significant. Replacement of this wall might be required. The water 
needs to be moved away from the structural wall by means of a perimeter drain and re-grading of that 
area. 
 

                     
                  Water damage at Gymnasium          Mushrooms – Interior Gym Wall       Efflorescence at Exterior Gym Wall 
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Overall, the interior of gymnasium is in good shape. It is a single, full court space that can be divided with 
a curtain for multiple activities. The maple gym floor has been sanded down and refinished over time for 
maintenance and is at the end of its lifespan. 

 

           
Gymnasium 

 
 

The weight room and the dance studio are also located in the basement. As stated above, there is no 
ADA access to these spaces. The weight room includes cardio equipment, treadmills, elliptical trainers, 
and a stationary bike. Most of the space is dedicated to free weights and weight machines. This room 
has no direct sight lines from anywhere else in the facility. The space is not used by all community 
members that might want to use it as it feels unsafe. The ceilings are lay-in grid ceilings in the activity 
spaces. The weight room and the dance studio both have an exterior stair as a means of egress from the 
space. 

 

           
                     Weight Room Entrance       Weight Room                           Dance Studio            
 
 

The mechanical and electrical room are in the basement of the facility. The boiler and other mechanical 
equipment are in the mechanical space. The electrical room is accessed through this room as are the 
crawl spaces. 
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Main Level 
The main level of the facility is where the reception / check in area is located upon entering the building. 
As you enter there are men’s and women’s restrooms on either side of the entry. The Lobby area is small 
and tight, especially now because of COVID and the required distances between people. Behind the desk 
are the staff offices, copy area, a staff break room, a staff restroom, and storage spaces. There is a 
vending and seating / waiting area near to the desk. Across from the desk there is a conference room 
with a small storage room.   
 
There is a teen center on this level. It is a large, open room, with gaming stations, an air hockey table, a 
ping pong table, pool tables, and computer stations. The finishes in the space are dated and need to be 
replace. The teen room is also used for summer camp students and other various group events. At the 
back of this space there are two classroom spaces. One of the classrooms is used primarily for storage. 
 
There is a pre-school classroom at one of the wings off the main spine of the building. It has a staff office 
adjacent to it, storage, and a single occupant restroom. The restroom is used by the pre-school students. 
Its location is enough removed from the classroom that it is not convenient. The preschool program uses 
the park playground regularly. The playground is far enough from the preschool that it can be a long 
journey for the kids.  
 
The other wing off the spine is over the dance studio below. It is a rentable space and has a kitchenette. 
This space gets used for various programs and activities. 
 
Both the preschool and the rentable space have access to an outdoor patio space. 
 

           
                        Main Desk        Office Area            Copy and Storage 

 

           
                 Teen Room  Computer Stations        Preschool  
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Upper Level 
The upper level is accessed by a set of stairs from the staff area. There are three offices on the upper 
level and an open area when you arrive at the top of the stairs. From the southern office on this level, 
there are three steps that lead to an access door that takes you out to the southern mechanical enclosure 
and roofs. Two of the offices are long and narrow. This level needs to be reconfigured to create better 
sized offices and serve the rest of the building in a more efficient way. There are no restrooms or drinking 
fountains at this level. 
 
The offices all have clerestory windows that bring in natural light. The open area is open to below and 
has skylights in the ceiling above. The amount of natural light at this level is wonderful. 
 

           
      Office Area – Access to Roof            Office         Open Area at Third Level  
 

 
Facility Program Comparison 

  

Program  Existing Proposed  
Offices    8  8  
Workstations / Desks  1  6 
Open worktables     ● 
Staff Break Space  ●  ● 
Conference Room  ●  ● 
Teen Center   ●  ● 
Teen Nights   ●  ● 
Mural Wall for Teens    ● 
Senior Coffee Bar    ●  
Community Zone    ● 
Recording Studio    ● 
Computer Counters  ●  ● 
Preschool   ●  ● 
Summer Camp   ●  ● 
Classrooms   ●  ● 
Flex / Party Room  ●  ● (2) 
Elevator      ● 
Dance Studio   ●  ● 
Senior Volleyball   ●  ● 
Cardio & Weights  ●  ● 
Locker room   ●     
Family changing room  ●  ● (2) 
Gymnasium   ●  ● 
 Indoor Soccer    ● 
 Volleyball  ●  ● 
 Basketball  ●  ● 
 Pickleball  ●  ● (3) 
 Badminton    ● 
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Area Comparisons 
 

BASEMENT AREAS    
ROOM EXISTING SF NEW SF 

 
NEW OCC LOADS 

GYMNASIUM 5,451 SF 7,674SF 512 OCCUPANTS 

WEIGHTS FITNESS 848 SF 860 SF 18 OCCUPANTS 

DANCE STUDIO 829 SF  878 SF 18 OCCUPANTS  

LOCKER ROOMS 946 SF 852 SF 10 OCCUPANTS 

MECHANICAL / ELECT 1,009 SF 986 SF 3 OCCUPANTS 

CRAWL SPACE 1,046 SF 1,046 SF -- 

CIRCULATION / WALLS 2,088 SF 2,003 SF -- 

TOTAL AREA 12,191 SF 14,239 SF 561 OCCUPANTS 

 
 
 
MAIN LEVEL AREAS    
ROOM EXISTING SF NEW SF 

 
NEW OCC LOADS 

LOBBY 663 SF 972 SF 10 OCCUPANTS 
OFFICE / BUSINESS 2,225 SF 2,123 SF 21 OCCUPANTS 
CLASSROOM 848 SF  773 SF 39 OCCUPANTS  
PRESCHOOL 827 SF 872 SF 44 OCCUPANTS 
TEEN & COMMUNITY 3,812 SF 2,570 SF 171 OCCUPANTS 
FLEX SPACE (RENTAL) 1,040 SF 1,950 SF 130 OCCUPANTS 
STORAGE 1,013 SF 1,055 SF 4 OCCUPANTS 
RESTROOMS 333 SF 482 SF  -- 
CIRCULATION / WALLS 2,088 SF 1,828 SF -- 
TOTAL AREA 17,558 SF 19,380 SF 419 OCCUPANTS 
    

 
 
 
UPPER LEVEL AREAS    
ROOM EXISTING SF NEW SF 

 
NEW OCC LOADS 

CONFERENCE ROOM 287 SF 380 SF 25 OCCUPANTS 
OFFICE 1,117 SF 337 SF 3 OCCUPANTS 
OPEN AREA - COFFEE 330 SF  412 SF 27 OCCUPANTS  
STORAGE -- 106 SF 1 OCCUPANTS 
OPEN TO BELOW 741 SF 404 SF -- 
CIRCULATION / WALLS 585 SF 804 SF -- 
TOTAL AREA 2,443 SF 2,443 SF 56 OCCUPANTS 
    
*EXISTING CONF ROOM 
ON MAIN LEVEL 

   

  
      EXISTING NEW 
TOTAL BUILDING AREA   32,192 SF 36,062 SF 
TOTAL BUILDING OCCUPANCY    791 OCC  1,036 OCC 
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Project Recommendations 
The existing building is full of potential and can be renovated to allow for new programs and better 
utilization of spaces. By relocating programs and building features, expanding areas, and creating views, 
and installing new finishes throughout (all flooring and finishes, paint, lighting and exterior glazing) the 
Community Center can become a hub for the community it serves.  
 
Basement Level:  

1 Repair and reinforce the existing exterior Gymnasium wall by building a counterfort structure to 
support the wall. Regrade the area, install a drain to move water that is collecting below grade 
away from the structure. The counterfort structure will serve as storage for the gymnasium. 

2 As part of the reparations to the gym wall, re-grading the site at that location is recommended. In 
doing this to add a public outdoor gathering space with bleacher stair seating and stairs up to the 
patio is shown.  

3 After studying the gymnasium and getting feedback as to the demands for additional indoor 
activities, increasing the length of the gym is being proposed. There could be a dedicated 
badminton and pickleball courts located in this area. The existing floor needs to be replaced. It is 
proposed to replace the floor with a multipurpose floor where other activities could be played, 
such as indoor soccer. 
To bring natural light into the space, there would be windows added to the end wall. This allows 
views to the open space and skate park and created connections to the outdoors as well as 
bringing in natural light. 

4 The existing gymnasium floor has reached the end of its lifespan. Because of the request for other 
sporting activities, it is recommended to install a multipurpose gym floor throughout.  

5 With the reconfiguration of the basement level, the emergency egress stairs can be enclosed and 
infilled to eliminate current issues the facility has with them. 

6 There is an existing changing room in the basement currently. Family changing rooms encourage 
participation and allow for mother-son and father-daughter pairs to have a space where they feel 
safe. 

7 Increased visibility for safety for the programs located in the basement is an important component. 
By taking down the hard wall of the weights and fitness area and adding glazing at the gym and 
the dance studio this can be achieved. 

8 To meet ADA guidelines, add an elevator that allows access to all three levels. This would be 
located next to the stair that leads to the basement. 

9 Overhead walking track added around the perimeter of the gymnasium is recommended. 

 
Main Level: 

1 Building Entry. The existing entry is covered by a large, heavy structure and is difficult to see. The 
goal is to make the entry a feature that ties to the existing architecture while being more visible 
and welcoming.  

2 Currently there really is not a front lobby space and limited seating in the designated seating 
areas.  

3 The front desk. This is initial point of contact for visitors and staff. It needs to be seen and to have 
improved views.  

4 An elevator is required for ADA access to the basement and upper levels of the facility. Currently 
anyone in a wheelchair does not have equal access to these levels. 

5 The staff offices and work area currently are chopped up and inefficient in size and use.   

6 The larger storage space is in the rear with a worktable outside of it that would include storage 
below. 
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7 The beauty of living in Colorado is the outdoors, the sunshine and having access to the outdoors. 
Experiential learning is valuable and by accessing the outdoors and then coming back inside to 
discuss what was discovered allows for dynamic learning. 

8 The largest area on the main level is the teen room. Currently it very spread out. The teens in the 
community like to play e-sports and have a place to gather and hang out. Through furniture and 
finishes this can become a dynamic space, for teens and the community. Generational crossover 
is a part of the community and can be part of the large space. It is recommended to keep the 
space open and flexible.  
Community members have asked for a recording / broadcast space. Adding a booth with windows 
so that other community members can see this in action. 
A mural wall is put in place for all community members. This one place that cross generational 
interaction can happen. 
A computer counter is another way for this interaction. Community members using the computers 
who need assistance could get that from the teens, whether that is scheduled through volunteers 
or coincidental interaction. 

9 There is a demand and need for rentable space in the facility.  

 
Upper Level: 

1 Having ADA access to this level allows it to be used in a more successful way.  

2 The senior population of the community have asked for a coffee bar and place to gather. This 
would be an ideal location for them to congregate. This area could also function as a pre-function 
space for meetings in the conference room. 

3 The floor area at this level is to be increased to allow for two more private offices.  

4 By having a small conference space, the staff can meet for longer meetings, it can be rented to 
community partners and other groups in the City.   

5 The mechanical system will need to be upgraded and replaced.  

 
 

Precedent Images 
The below images are of existing spaces that show how a space can be changed and become vibrant 
and welcoming by using color, carpet, flooring, and furniture. Other elements are color and acoustics and 
bringing natural light into a space 

  
 

      
                                    Teen and Community Zones             Community Zone – Finishes & Furniture 
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                                  Furniture Options – Teen Zone                                       Teen Zone 
 

 

      
                                Recording /Broadcast: Finishes             Recording / Broadcast: Finishes 

 

      
                            Teen – Senior Learning and Teaching               Overhead Door to Classroom 

 

 

      
                                       Classrooms – Flex Space                     Party Room 
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                                              Walking Track                      Windows in Gymnasium 

 


